
Conversations With Friends
Book Club Questions

1. The friendship between Frances and Bobbi plays a major role in this debut novel from Sally
Rooney. How does their relationship seem? Is it a healthy one for them? Draining? A net
positive? Are there any aspects of their friendship you share in relationships in your own life?

2. The novel has a way of portraying Frances as both a child who needs to be taken care of and
an adult who is responsible for herself. As a student who is having an affair with a married man?
which do you feel she is more of? Why?

3. Do you feel like Frances and Nick really love each other by the end of the book? Why or why
not?

4. The book is called Conversations with Friends, and these friends really do have a lot of
conversations. If you were going to rename it though, what would another title be? Would having
a different title make you approach the book differently by affecting your expectations?

5. After Nick and Frances start their affair, did it make you feel differently about them? How did it
affect your feelings towards Melissa and Bobbi?

6. This book is heavily highlighted by readers. Were there any quotes or passages that stood
out to you?

7. We hear a lot about Frances’ relationship with her mother and father. Does knowing what she
is dealing with in her home life change how you feel about her choices?

8. Who is the most likable character in the book? The least? Why?

9. Did anything that happened in the book surprise you?

10. Both Nick and Frances are sick with diseases that leave them very weak (Nick with
pneumonia and Frances with endometriosis). Why do you think Rooney chose to do that? Does
it have any greater significance to the story?

11. Frances makes choices that affect a lot of people in her life, from her affair to her publishing
the story about Bobbi. Can you relate to any of her choices?

12. What do you think happens with our main characters after our final sentence of “Come get
me”? How does the story likely continue?
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